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Introduction
Frontier Economics (“Frontier”) has been engaged by the Telecommunications
Authority of Trinidad and Tobago (“the Authority”) to assist in the
implementation of the Costing Methodology1. This methodology requires
modelling the forward looking long run average incremental cost (LRAIC) of
telecommunications networks in Trinidad and Tobago, on a top down basis. The
Authority has further decided to use cost data on a current cost accounting
(CCA) basis with the LRAIC model.
As such, two spreadsheet models have been developed as part of this
requirement:



a CCA model, revaluing concessionaires‟ historic cost information
based on an indexation approach; and



a LRAIC model, deriving unit cost estimates for individual services
offered by concessionaires, based on inputs from the concessionaires
and the results of the CCA model on a forward looking LRAIC basis.

These have been implemented as separate spreadsheets for practical reasons.
This document provides a detailed overview of the spreadsheet model and how
to use it.

1.1.1

Objective of this documentation
This document sets the regulatory context and motivation for the LRAIC
modelling exercise; provides an overview of the model specification as set out in
the LRAIC Specification Paper; and provides insight into the model structure
and each worksheet contained in the spreadsheet.

1.1.2

Relevant reference documentation
This document needs to be read in conjunction with other documentation
prepared by the Authority. In particular:



the LRAIC Specification paper2; and



the LRAIC data request documentation3.

1

TATT, „The Costing Methodology for the Telecommunications Sector‟, 29 May 2008

2

TATT, „Top Down Long Run Average Incremental Cost (LRAIC) Model Specification Paper‟, 01
March 2010 and updated October 2012
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1.2

Overview of this document
The remainder of this document is structured in line with its main objectives set
out below.
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Section 2 presents an overview of the model specification, as detailed in the
LRAIC Specification Paper.
Section 3 provides and an overview of the LRAIC model, including the main
modelling flows, the model structure and the contents of each worksheet
within the spreadsheet.

Telecommunications Authority of Trinidad and Tobago, “LRAIC data request”, October 2012
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Model specification
The LRAIC model has been developed to be consistent with the LRAIC Model
Specification Paper. This sets out the methodology that the Authority will use to
implement the top down LRAIC model. In particular, it discusses the following
seven elements.










Key principles. The LRAIC Model Specification paper introduces the
LRAIC concepts and discusses the key assumptions that will be applied in
the LRAIC calculations.
Model outputs. The paper defines the required outputs of the overall
costing process, and thus the LRAIC model. The requirements for the
model outputs are driven by the nature of regulation which may vary for
different services. This will then feed into the definition of the increments
within the model.
Network type. The LRAIC Model Specification paper discusses the main
access and core networks to be modelled in order to adequately reflect all
concessionaires‟ network infrastructures.
Increment structure. The document provides a detailed overview of the
cost categories, increments and network elements defined within the model,
as well as the defined increment hierarchy.
Input data. The LRAIC Model Specification paper sets out the main input
data requirements of the LRAIC model and how each of the input data is
used within the model.
Main calculations. The document provides an overview of the LRAIC
calculation process applied within the model, reflecting the specifications set
out with the LRAIC Model Specification paper.
Model structure. A series of annexes setting out the proposed structure of
the LRAIC cost model including, for example, the network elements to be
modelled, the LRAIC cost categories; and a definition of the Cost Volume
Relationships (CVRs) contained in the model.

The Authority consulted on the LRAIC Model Specification Paper extensively
over the period September 2009 to March 2010. The final version, taking the
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comments received from concessionaires into account is available on the
Authority‟s website.4
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Overview of LRAIC model
This section aims to provide an overview of the LRAIC model. This is
undertaken in two steps. First, a general overview of the main modelling flows
and the overall model structure is provided. This is followed by a more detailed
description of each worksheet contained in the LRAIC model.

3.1

Main modelling steps and model structure

3.1.1

Overview
Figure 1 below presents the overall model structure in the LRAIC model.

Figure 1. Overview of the model structure

Source: Frontier Economics

3.1.2

Model structure
This section of the model is used for two main tasks:

4

http://www.tatt.org.tt/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=ZQ_tfqJ-w-A%3d&tabid=254
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1. Provide definitive classification for use in the rest of the model,
consisting of text labels and short codes for each set of inputs (such as
cost and volume data), outputs (the services to be costed) and
intermediate results (increments, CVRs, drivers and network elements);
and
2. Setting out the relationships between inputs, intermediate results and
outputs which (implicitly) define how costs are attributed to network
services.
This section of the model does not include any numerical inputs from the
concessionaires and hence does not set out how much cost should be attributed
to services.
To a large degree this section of the model reflects the LRAIC specification and
does not need to be updated for each concessionaire. However to the extent that
a concessionaire may provide cost data in non-standard cost classifications, there
may be some need for user intervention in this section.
3.1.3

Inputs
The inputs section is divided into two:
1. A section bringing in the raw data provided by the concessionaire and
outputs of the CCA model;
2. A section with data reformatted and normalised for input into the model,
along with non-concessionaire specific numerical input such as WACC,
CVRs and conversion factors.

3.1.4

Incremental costing
The incremental costing section combines the data on the relationships between
costs and increments from the model structure section and the numerical data to
produce the cost of each increment.
There are two important features to note in this section of the model:
1. The model calculation is for a single increment in turn, with the model
running sequentially through all of the increments;
2. The model calculates the business costs excluding the increment currently
being modelled, iteratively starting with those costs and drivers directly
dependent on demand, and working through the higher levels up the
dependency hierarchy.
The calculation flow for the incremental costing section of the model is shown in
Figure 2 below.
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Figure 2. Calculation Flow for a Single Increment

The incremental cost is then calculated by subtracting the modelled cost from the
total “base” cost input into the model.
LRAIC Increment(s) to be measured = Cost Total business - Cost Total business excluding Increment(s) to be measured

The final stage in this section is a summary sheet which runs the calculations for
each defined increment in turn in order to calculate the incremental cost for each
increment.
3.1.5

Incremental costs plus mark up
The incremental costs calculated above exclude any common costs between
increments. As set out in the LRAIC specification paper, the results of the
LRAIC model should produce results including a mark up for common costs. In
addition, this mark up should be calculated on a cost category by cost category
basis, that is, any common costs are estimated for each cost category and the
mark up to recover these common costs is applied to the incremental costs for
this cost category. This ensures that common costs are recovered across
relevant services, for example any costs common to the mobile network are only
recovered from mobile services rather than recovered across all services.
Figure 3 shows the calculation process for each cost category.
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Figure 3. Calculation process for LRIC plus mark up section

3.1.6

Service costing
The final service costing sheet calculates the network service costs from the
incremental costs with mark up. This process is carried out in four stages:
1. The total usage of each network element is calculated by multiplying
service volumes by the average usage of the element by each service;
2. The total cost of each network element is calculated by adding the
allocated cost of increments allocated across a number of network
elements to costs of increments directly mapped to the network element;
3. The unit cost of each network element is calculated by dividing total cost
by total usage;
4. The costs of network services are calculated by combining the average
usage of network elements by the unit costs of network elements

3.2

Content of LRAIC model
The spreadsheet is structured as a MS-Excel workbook with 57 sheets which can
be grouped into eight sections:
1.

Spreadsheet management worksheets. This section includes the main
navigation menu, an overview of the contents of the spreadsheet, and
some support functions to facilitate data management and version control
aspects.
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3.2.1

2.

Model testing and cross-checks. This section includes a sheet containing
a set of cross-checks.

3.

Model Structure. Eight sheets which allow defining the modelling
structure (i.e., defining the cost volume relationships (CVRs), cost drivers
and network elements and network services in the model) and selected
allocation rules within the model (i.e., allocating CVRs to each LRAIC cost
category and defining which activities and assets respectively are used to
calculate the employee and cost drivers).

4.

Operator data. Ten sheets containing the concessionaire-specific input
data used to populate the model (i.e., the costing and operational data
provided in response to the LRAIC data request template file and the CCA
costing data from the concessionaire-specific CCA model).

5.

Model inputs. Six sheets transforming the operator input data into the
format required for the LRAIC modelling.

6.

LRIC Calculation. The calculations required to determine the cost of the
business for a given level of demand (set of increments).

7.

LRIC Plus mark up. The calculation of a set of incremental costs
including mark ups for each LRAIC cost category.

8.

Service costing. Calculation of LRAIC cost estimates for each service by
allocating the incremental costs for each LRAIC cost category to the
service provided by the concessionaire (i.e., based on the route factor
information).

Model testing and cross-checks worksheets
The LRAIC model contains worksheets containing a set of cross-checks to
verify the current calculations in the LRAIC model.
Checks
The „Checks‟ sheet contains a series of internal consistency checks. These checks
test both whether the model logic is correct and the model inputs are
appropriate. This is illustrated in the screen shot below.
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Figure 4: Screen Shot of 'Checks' Sheet

Source: Frontier Economics

The „Checks‟ sheet provides checks of the consistency of the inputs and outputs
at a number of stages of the model, thus enabling the source of any problems to
be identified.
The checks run are as follows:



A check that the operator data has been correctly input into the LRIC
cost model.
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3.2.2

A check that the incremental cost element of the LRIC model is
attributing all costs. This check compares:


the calculated incremental cost for the „Base‟ increment with no
demand for services. This should give a value of zero as not costs
would be incurred to deliver zero demand; and



the calculated incremental cost for the „Total business‟ increment,
with the total demand for services. This should give a cost equal to
the total cost of the business as n costs can be avoided.

Two checks on the „mark up‟ element of the model which calculated the
equi-proportionate mark up:


A check that the inputs to the module are consistent with the
estimated „pure LRIC‟ costs; and



A check that within the increment hierarchy the sum of
components on a LRIC+EPMU basis is equal to the cost of the
„parent‟ increment, and hence that the total cost of the business has
been attributed.



A check of the allocation of increment costs to network elements
includes all relevant network costs.



A check that the allocation of network elements to network services
includes all the costs of the relevant elements.

Model Structure worksheets
This section of the LRAIC model contains eight worksheets which allow defining
the modelling structure and determining allocation rules within the model.
The section has a menu sheet (i.e., contained in the „Model Structure‟ sheet),
providing links to the following sheets.
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Figure 5: Screen Shot of 'Module Structure' sheet

Menu

Model Structure
Prepared by Frontier Economics for TATT
Cost Categories

CVRs

CVR drivers

Drivers

Increments

Network Elements

Network Services

Employee & GRC
Subsets
Source: Frontier Economics

‘Cost Categories’ sheet
This sheet defines the cost categories in the LRIC model. and the CVR used for
each category.
A LRIC cost category code is entered in Column A and the corresponding
description in Column B. In general these cost categories should not be altered
to ensure consistency with the LRIC Specification and the data requests sent to
the operators. However there are spare rows which can be used to input nonstandard cost categories added by the concessionaires. In addition, if the data
entered by concessionaires does not fully accord with the definitions assumed, it
may be appropriate to revise the remaining entries in the row, corresponding to
this cost category.
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The columns D, E and F set out that the cost category is dependent on either:



An increment;



A driver; or



A CVR.

Column D is used to select which of these three types of elements, the cost
category is dependent on. Column F is then used to input the corresponding
label for the increment/driver/CVR and column E looks up the appropriate
short code for the label introduced in column F (and outputs #NA in the case
that an error has been made).
Column H is used to define the appropriate WACC required to calculate the cost
from the mean capital employed for the category.

Figure 6: Screen Shot of 'Cost Categories' Sheet

Source: Frontier Economics

‘CVRs’ sheet
This sheet defines the CVRs applied in the LRAIC model, including the
associated CVR codes. This is illustrated in the screen shot below.
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Figure 7: Screen Shot of 'CVRs' sheet

Source: Frontier Economics

‘CVR drivers’ sheet
This sheet contains the inputs required to define the CVRs applied in the LRAIC
model (i.e., each CVR defined in the previous sheet). This is illustrated in the
screen shot below. Each CVR must have at least two inputs which are either
drivers or increments.

Figure 8: Screen Shot of 'CVR drivers' sheet
Menu

CVR inputs

The inputs, either drivers or increments, that determine the CVRs

CVR
Code

Increment or driver
Description

CVR01 - Fixed voice (TDM) concentrator
CVR01
Fixed voice (TDM) concentrator
CVR01
Fixed voice (TDM) concentrator
CVR02 - Fixed voice (TDM) local exchange
CVR02
Fixed voice (TDM) local exchange
CVR02
Fixed voice (TDM) local exchange
CVR03 - DSLAM
CVR03
DSLAM
CVR03
DSLAM
CVR04 - MSAN
CVR04
MSAN
CVR04
MSAN
CVR05 - Duct
CVR05
Duct
CVR05
Duct

Type

Code

Description

Increment
Increment

N1S
N1T

Remote narrowband access node (subscriber sensitive)
Remote narrowband access node (traffic sensitive)

Increment
Increment

N2S
N2T

Local exchange (subscriber sensitive)
Local exchange (traffic sensitive)

Increment
Increment

B1S
B1T

Broadband level 1 - access node (subscriber sensitive)
Broadband level 1 - access node (traffic sensitive)

Increment
Increment

MSAN-S
B1T

MSAN - subscriber sensitive
Broadband level 1 - access node (traffic sensitive)

Increment
Increment

FAC
TR-DC

Fixed network (cabled)
Transmission domestic (capacity)

Source: Frontier Economics

This sheet should generally not be changed when running the model.
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‘Drivers’ sheet
This sheet defines the cost drivers applied in the LRAIC model, including the
associated driver codes. This is illustrated in the screen shot below.
Figure 9: Screen shot of 'Drivers' sheet

Source: Frontier Economics

This sheet should generally not be changed when running the model.
‘Increments’ sheet
This sheet defines the increments contained in the LRAIC model. It also allows
the increment hierarchy to be defined by inputting a “parent” increment for each
increment. Note that higher level increments must be entered below their
component sub-increments to ensure that mark ups are accurately estimated.
Finally for increments which directly map to a single network element, the
mapping can be input. This is illustrated in the screen shot below.
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Figure 10: Screen shot of 'Increments' sheet

Source: Frontier Economics

This sheet should generally not be changed when running the model.
‘Network Elements’ sheet
This sheet defines the network elements contained in the LRAIC model,
including the associated abbreviation. This is illustrated in the screen shot below.
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Figure 11: Screen Shot of 'Network Elements' sheet

Source: Frontier Economics

This sheet should generally not be changed when running the model.

‘Network Services’ sheet
This sheet allows defining the network services modelled, including the units and
the associated service number. This is illustrated in the screen shot below.
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Figure 12: Screen Shot of 'Network Services' sheet

Source: Frontier Economics

This sheet should generally not be changed when running the model.

‘Employee & GRC Subsets’ sheet
This is an input sheet used to define which cost categories (activities and assets
respectively) which are used as inputs when calculating the employee and gross
replacement cost (GRC) drivers. Each row corresponds to a cost category and
each column to a driver. Where the value “TRUE” is entered at the intersection
of a cost category (row) and driver (column), the corresponding number of
employees/GRC is included in the calculation of the driver.
This selection serves two purposes:
1. Where a cost is driven by a subset of other costs, for example the
number of network managers is a function of the number of network
staff, the sheet allows the relevant subset to be defined; and
2. It can be used to remove circularities in the model calculation, for
example if a cost category is dependent on “total cost” including this cost
category in the calculation of the total cost driver would result in a
circularity
This is illustrated in the screen shot below.
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Figure 13: Screen Shot of 'Employee & GRC Subsets' sheet

Source: Frontier Economics

3.2.3

Operator data worksheets
This modelling section consists of seven sheets containing the concessionairespecific input data used to populate the model (i.e., the costing and operational
data provided in response to the LRAIC data request template file and the CCA
costing data from the concessionaire-specific CCA model).
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Figure 14: Screen Shot of 'Operator data' sheet

Menu

Operator data
Prepared by Frontier Economics for TATT
Labour costs and
volumes
Other OPEX

Balance sheet
items
Transmission
allocation
Service volumes

Routing factors

CCA_Model_Output

Source: Frontier Economics

‘Labour costs and volumes’ sheet
This sheet contains a table for concessionaire-specific labour cost and volume
information required for the LRAIC model. This includes, for a predefined set of
activities:



All direct labour costs (including salaries, benefits and so on);



Number of employees (full time equivalents – FTEs);



Number of vehicles used; and



Number of workstations used.
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This is illustrated in the screenshot below.
Figure 15: Screen shot of 'Labour costs and volumes' sheet

Source: Frontier Economics

The entire sheet is identical to the equally named sheet contained in the LRAIC
data request template file. As such, the information contained in the worksheet
sheet from that concessionaire‟s LRAIC data request template file is transposed
into this worksheet.
‘Other Opex’ sheet
This sheet contains a table for concessionaire-specific operational expenditure
information. This information should be transposed directly from the
corresponding table contained in the LRAIC data request template file.
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Figure 16: Screen Shot of 'Other Opex' sheet

Source: Frontier Economics

‘Balance sheet items’ sheet
This sheet contains a table for concessionaire-specific balance sheet items. This
information should be transposed directly from the corresponding table
contained in the LRAIC data request template file.
Figure 17: Screen Shot of 'Balance Sheet Items' sheet

Source: Frontier Economics

.
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‘Transmission allocation’ sheet
This sheet contains an input data table setting out how a concessionaire‟s
transmission capacity is split between different network elements.5 This
information should be transposed directly from the corresponding table
contained in the LRAIC data request template file.
Figure 18: Screen Shot of 'Transmission allocation' sheet

Source: Frontier Economics

‘Service volumes’ sheet
This sheet contains three tables for the service volume related input data required
for the LRAIC model. This information should again be transposed directly from
the corresponding table contained in the LRAIC data request template file.

5

As set out in the LRAIC Specification Paper, there are two types of transmission equipment: (i)
capacity dependent domestic transmission consists of network components for which the cost is
dependent on the number and capacity of links but largely independent of the length of links, and
(ii) length dependent domestic transmission consists of network components for which the cost is
dependent on the length of links they serve (which may also be dependent on the number and
capacity of links). For each of the network elements listed in the table, concessionaires need to
provide details of the total capacity (in T1 equivalents or E1 equivalents as appropriate) and the total
length (in T1/E1 km equivalents, for example, a T 1 link of 10km length should be recorded as 10
T1 km equivalents).
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Figure 19: Screen Shot of 'Service volumes' sheet

Source: Frontier Economics

‘Routing factors’ sheet
This sheet contains two tables setting out the routing factor data for fixed and
mobile call services required for the LRAIC model.6 This information should
again be transposed directly from the corresponding table contained in the
LRAIC data request template file.

6

Routing factors are used to describe the way in which a call makes use of different network
elements.
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Figure 20: Screen Shot of 'Routing factors' sheet

Source: Frontier Economics

‘CCA Model Output’ sheet
This sheet contains four identically formatted tables in which the concessionairespecific CCA results need to be entered. The table relate to the four main asset
groupings contained in the CCA model (i.e., mobile network assets, fixed
network assets, network infrastructure assets, and non-network related assets).
Within each table, four CCA modelling outputs need to be transposed from the
relevant CCA modelling file: (i) the CCA depreciation charge, (ii) the CCA capital
employed value, (iii) the WIP value and (iii) the GRC value. This is illustrated in
the screen shot below.
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Figure 21: Screen Shot of 'CCA Model Output' sheet

Source: Frontier Economics

The entire sheet is identical to the results sheet (i.e.. „CCA_Model_Outputs‟)
contained in the CCA model template file. As such, the information contained in
the worksheet sheet from the concessionaire‟s CCA model file is transposed into
this worksheet.
3.2.4

Model inputs worksheets
This modelling section transforms the operator input data into the format
required for the LRAIC modelling.
‘WACC Input’ sheet
This sheet allows entering the cost of capital (WACC) estimates, as determined
by the Authority in a separate study, required for the LRAIC modelling. There
are two parts to the sheet: (i) in the top table, the current WACC estimates for
each network technology need to be entered, and (ii) in the second part, the user
needs to select the relevant technologies for the concessionaire under
consideration (from a drop-down menu). This selection will then update the last
table, setting out the WACC estimates which will feed into the LRAIC
calculations.
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Figure 22: Screen Shot of 'WACC Input' sheet

‘LRIC Base Costs’ sheet
Using the mapping from CCA cost categories to LRIC cost categories, this sheet
calculates the appropriate costs for each cost category by aggregating the CCA
cost input data into non-pay expenditure, pay-related costs, CCA depreciation,
CCA capital employed and GRC components as required for the LRIC
calculations.
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Figure 23: Screen Shot of 'LRIC Base Costs' sheet

Source: Frontier Economics

The sheet then filters these costs for the purpose of setting the base values for
the “Other Cost Drivers” (OCD), excluding support costs which could result in
circularities in the LRIC calculations.

3.2.5

LRIC calculation worksheets
This modelling section contains the calculations required to determine the cost of
the business for a given level of demand (set of increments) and hence the
incremental cost of the defined increments.

‘LRIC Summary’ sheet
This sheet allows the user to select the increment to be costed in the previous
section (see drop down menu in cell B6) and shows the resulting modelling
outputs from this selection in a summary table. Below a „Table sheet” runs the
model a number of times to cost all the defined increments
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Figure 24: Screen Shot of 'LRIC Summary' sheet

Source: Frontier Economics

3.2.6

LRIC Plus mark up worksheets
This section calculates the incremental costs including mark ups for each LRAIC
increment, by calculating common costs and mark ups.
The stages required to calculate LRIC plus a mark up are calculated in a
sequential manner with each sheet carrying out a single part of the operation.
Each sheet is structured similarly with a column for each increment and each row
containing data for a given cost category.
‘Modelled Cost By Category’ sheet
This sheet shows the modelled cost for all increments by cost category. The
results are compiled by a TABLE function which draws in information from the
„Modelled Costs‟ sheet.
‘Incremental Cost By Category’ sheet
This sheet calculates the incremental cost for all increments by cost category by
subtracting the modelled cost for the increment from the base cost. All
underlying costing data is sourced from the „Modelled Cost By Category‟ sheet.
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Figure 25: Screen Shot of 'Incremental Cost By Category' sheet

Source: Frontier Economics

‘Marked up Cost By Category’ sheet
This sheet calculates the incremental cost plus mark up for all increments by cost
category. This is undertaken by applying the mark ups to the incremental cost
values for each cost category. (reported in the „Incremental Cost By Category‟
sheet, discussed above).
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Figure 26: Screen Shot of 'Marked up Cost By Category' sheet

Source: Frontier Economics

‘Mark up by category’ sheet
This sheet, which is for information purposes only, shows the absolute mark up
for each increment by subtracting the incremental cost for the increment from
the incremental costs plus mark up for the increment.

3.2.7

Service costing worksheets
Within this modelling section, LRAIC cost estimates for each service are derived
by allocating the incremental costs for each LRAIC cost category to the service
provided by the concessionaire (i.e., based on the route factor information).

‘Total usage by element’ sheet
This sheet derives the total usage of each network component. This is
undertaken by multiplying the total volumes for each service with the routing
factors of this service for each network component and then summing these up
across all services.
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Figure 27: Screen Shot of 'Total usage by element' sheet

Source: Frontier Economics

‘Network Element Costing’ sheet
This sheet derives the total cost of each network element defined within the
LRAIC model. This is undertaken by multiplying the directly allocated costs of
each network element with the capacity and distance related domestic
transmission network capacity. The sheet further presents unit costs for each
network element based on the total network element costs above and the
relevant traffic volumes.
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Figure 28: Screen Shot of 'Network Element Costing' sheet

Source: Frontier Economics

‘Service Cost’ sheet
This sheet presents the main outputs of the LRAIC model: unit cost estimates
for each service provided by the relevant concessionaire. These unit costs per
service are derived by combining the unit cost per network component with the
routing factor information for each service.
Figure 29. Screen shot of ‘Service Cost’ sheet

Source: Frontier Economics
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